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Abstract
Modern convolutional neural networks apply the same
operations on every pixel in an image. However, not
all image regions are equally important. To address this
inefficiency, we propose a method to dynamically apply
convolutions conditioned on the input image. We introduce
a residual block where a small gating branch learns which
spatial positions should be evaluated. These discrete gating
decisions are trained end-to-end using the Gumbel-Softmax
trick, in combination with a sparsity criterion. Our experi-
ments on CIFAR, ImageNet and MPII show that our method
has better focus on the region of interest and better accuracy
than existing methods, at a lower computational complexity.
Moreover, we provide an efficient CUDA implementation of
our dynamic convolutions using a gather-scatter approach,
achieving a significant improvement in inference speed with
MobileNetV2 residual blocks. On human pose estimation, a
task that is inherently spatially sparse, the processing speed
is increased by 60% with no loss in accuracy.
1. Introduction
Most research on deep neural networks focuses on im-
proving accuracy without taking into account the model
complexity. As the community moves to more difficult
problems – e.g. from classification to detection or pose es-
timation – architectures tend to grow in capacity and com-
putational complexity. Nevertheless, for real-time applica-
tions running on consumer devices such as mobile phones,
notebooks or surveillance cameras, what matters most is a
good trade-off between performance (i.e., frames processed
per second) and accuracy [8, 23]. Attempts to improve
this trade-off have focused mostly on designing more effi-
cient architectures [20, 38, 43, 52] or compressing existing
ones [16, 18, 27, 32, 37, 49].
Interestingly, most neural networks, including the more
efficient or compressed ones mentioned above, execute the
same calculations for each image, independent of its con-
tent. This seems suboptimal: only the complex images
require such deep and wide networks. Therefore, the do-
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Figure 1: In each residual block, a small gating network
(mask unit) predicts pixel-wise masks determining the lo-
cations where dynamic convolutions are evaluated.
main of conditional execution gained momentum [4, 5, 6].
Compared to static compression methods, the architecture
of the network is adapted based on the input image. For in-
stance, the network depth can vary per image since easy
and clear images require fewer convolutional layers than
ambiguous ones [45, 47, 50]. The neural network chooses
which operations to execute. Such practice is often called
gating [10, 21], and can be applied at the level of convo-
lutional layers [45, 47, 50], channels [3, 12, 29] or other
elements in the network.
In this work, we focus on reducing computations by ex-
ecuting conditionally in the spatial domain. Typical con-
volutional networks apply all convolutional filters on every
location in the image. In many images, the subject we want
to classify or detect is surrounded by background pixels,
where the necessary features can be extracted using only
few operations. For example, flat regions such as a blue
sky can easily be identified. We call such images spatially
sparse.
We propose a method, trained end-to-end without ex-
plicit spatial supervision, to execute convolutional filters on
important image locations only. For each residual block,
a small gating network chooses the locations to apply dy-
namic convolutions on (Fig. 1). Gating decisions are trained
end-to-end using the Gumbel-Softmax trick [22, 30]. Those
decisions progress throughout the network: the first stages
extract features from complex regions in the image, while
the last layers use higher-level information to focus on the
region of interest only. Note that the input of a dynamic
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convolution is a dense matrix, making it fundamentally dif-
ferent from methods operating on sparse data [13, 14].
Many works on conditional execution only report a re-
duction in the theoretical complexity [11, 45]. When im-
plemented naively, merely applying masks does not save
computations. For certain methods, it is actually not clear
whether they could be implemented efficiently at all. For
instance, Wu et al. [50] report an increase in execution time
when conditionally executing individual layers using a sep-
arate policy network. Parallel execution on GPU or FPGA
relies on the regularity of standard convolutions to pipeline
operations [25, 41] and adding element-wise conditional
statements might strongly slow down inference. Moreover,
Ma et al. [52] show that the number of floating point op-
erations (FLOPS) is not a sufficient metric to estimate in-
ference speed: networks with a similar amount of opera-
tions can have largely different execution speeds. Simple
element-wise operations such as activation functions, sum-
mations and pooling can have a significant impact, but are
not included in many FLOPS-estimations.
In contrast, we demonstrate an actual improvement
of wall-clock time with our CUDA implementation
of dynamic convolutions. Our method is designed
with practical feasibility in mind and requires mini-
mal changes to existing libraries: efficient spatially
sparse execution is made possible by rearranging ten-
sor elements in memory, which has similar overhead
as a simple copy operation. Our code is available at
https://github.com/thomasverelst/dynconv.
The main contributions of our paper are threefold:
1. We present an approach to train pixel-wise gating
masks end-to-end using the Gumbel-Softmax trick,
with a focus on efficiency.
2. Our method achieves state-of-the-art results on classi-
fication tasks with ResNet [17], and we show strong
results on human pose estimation, improving the
performance-accuracy trade-off over non-conditional
networks.
3. We provide a CUDA implementation of residual
blocks with dynamic convolutions on GPU, not just
reducing the theoretical amount of floating-point op-
erations but also offering practical speedup with Mo-
bileNetV2 inverted residual blocks.
2. Related work
Static compression methods have been extensively stud-
ied to reduce storage and computational cost of existing
neural networks, e.g. pruning [26, 27, 32], knowledge dis-
tillation [18, 36], structured matrices [40, 48] or quantiza-
tion [16, 49]. Recent methods vary computations based on
the input image. So-called conditional execution can be ap-
plied on several aspects of a network: we make a distinction
between layer-based, channel-based and spatial methods.
Layer-based methods conditionally execute certain net-
work layers or blocks depending on the input. Easy images
require a less deep network than complex examples. One
of the first methods, Adaptive Computation Time [15], in-
terprets residual blocks as a refinement of features. Exe-
cution of layers is halted when features are ‘good enough’
for the classifier. Another approach is to use early-exit
branches in the network [7, 34, 44]. Later methods improve
the flexibility by conditionally executing individual layers.
Those methods are based on the observation that resid-
ual architectures are robust against layer dropout [19, 46].
SkipNet [47] learns gating decisions using reinforcement
learning. ConvNet-AIG [45] uses the Gumbel-Softmax
trick and BlockDrop [50] trains a separate policy network
using reinforcement learning.
Channel-based methods prune channels dynamically
and on-the-fly during inference. The main motivation is
that advanced features are only needed for a subset of the
images: features of animals might differ from those of air-
planes. Gao et al. [12] rank channels and only execute the
top-k ones. Lin et al. [29] propose a method to train an
agent for channel-wise pruning using reinforcement learn-
ing, while Bejnordi et al. [3] use the Gumbel-Softmax trick
to gate channels conditionally on the input.
Spatial methods exploit the fact that not all regions
in the image are equally important. A first set of meth-
ods [1, 31, 39] uses glimpses to only process regions of in-
terest. Such a two-stage approach is limited to applications
where the object of interest is clearly separated, since all
information outside the crop is lost. The glimpse idea has
been extended for pixel-wise labeling tasks, such as seman-
tic segmentation, using cascades [28]. Later methods of-
fer a finer granularity and more control over the conditional
execution. The closest work to ours is probably Spatially
Adaptive Computation Time (SACT) [11]. It is a spatial ex-
tension of a work by Graves [15] and varies the amount of
residual blocks executed per spatial location. Features are
processed until a halting score determines that the features
are good enough. Since the method relies on refinement
of features, it is only applicable to residual networks with
many consecutive layers. Our method is more general and
flexible as it makes skipping decisions per residual block
and per spatial location. In addition, they do not show any
inference speedup.
One of the only works showing practical speedup with
spatially conditional execution is SBNet [35]. Images are
divided into smaller tiles, which can be processed with
dense convolutions. A low-resolution network first extracts
a mask, and the second main network processes tiles ac-
cording to this mask. Tile edges overlap to avoid disconti-
nuities in the output, causing significant overhead when tiles
are small. Therefore the tile size typically is 16 × 16 pix-
2
els, which makes the method only suitable for large images.
They demonstrate their method on 3D object detection tasks
only. In contrast, our approach integrates mask generation
and sparse execution into a single network, while providing
finer pixel-wise control and efficient inference.
3. Method
For each individual residual block, a small gating net-
work generates execution masks based on the input of that
block (see Fig. 1). We first describe how pixel-wise masks
are learned using the Gumbel-Softmax trick. Afterwards,
we elaborate on the implementation of dynamic convolu-
tions, used to reduce inference time. Finally, we propose a
sparsity criterion that is added to the task loss in order to
achieve the desired reduction in computations.
3.1. Trainable masks
Pixel-wise masks define the spatial positions to be pro-
cessed by convolutions. These discrete decisions, for every
spatial location and every residual block independently, are
trained end-to-end using the Gumbel-Softmax trick [22].
3.1.1 Block architecture
Denote the input of the residual block b as Xb ∈
Rcb×wb×hb . Then the operation of the residual block is de-
scribed by
Xb+1 = r(F(Xb) +Xb) (1)
with F the residual function, typically two or three con-
volutions with batchnorm (BN), and r an activation func-
tion. Our work makes F conditional in the spatial do-
main. A small mask unit M outputs soft gating decisions
Mb ∈ Rwb+1×hb+1 , based on input Xb. We compare the
mask unit of SACT [11] (referred to as squeeze unit), incor-
porating a squeeze operation over the spatial dimensions, to
a 1×1 convolution. We use the squeeze unit in classifica-
tion, and the 1×1 convolution for pose estimation.
The Gumbel-Softmax module G turns soft decisions Mb
into hard decisions Gb ∈ {0, 1}wb+1×hb+1 by applying a
binary Gumbel-Softmax trick (see Section 3.1.2) on each
element of Mb:
Gb = G(M(Xb)). (2)
Gating decisions Gb serve as execution masks, indicating
active spatial positions where the residual block should be
evaluated. The residual block with spatially sparse infer-
ence is then described by
Xb+1 = r(F(Xb) ◦Gb +Xb) (3)
with ◦ an element-wise multiplication over the spatial di-
mensions (wb+1 × hb+1), broadcasted over all channels.
Straight-through Gumbel-softmax trick
+
mask unit
+
Gumbel
samples
sigmoid
forward
backward
+
identity shortcut
1x1 conv 3x3 conv 1x1 conv
Figure 2: Training spatial execution masks using the
Gumbel-Softmax trick. The mask unit generates a floating-
point mask, after which the Gumbel-Softmax trick converts
soft-decisions into hard-decisions and enables backpropa-
gation for end-to-end learning.
During training, this is an actual multiplication with the
mask elements in order to learn gating decisions end-to-end
(see Fig. 2). During inference, the residual function is only
evaluated on locations indicated by the execution mask Gb.
3.1.2 Binary Gumbel-Softmax
The Gumbel-Softmax trick turns soft decisions into hard de-
cisions while enabling backpropagation, needed to optimize
the weights of the mask unit. Take a categorical distribution
with class probabilities pi = pi1, pi2, ...pin, then discrete
samples z can be drawn using
z = one hot
(
argmax
i
[log(pii) + gi]
)
(4)
with gi being noise samples drawn from a Gumbel distri-
bution. The Gumbel-Softmax trick defines a continuous,
differentiable approximation by replacing the argmax oper-
ation with a softmax:
yi =
exp((log(pii) + gi)/τ)∑k
j=1 exp((log(pij) + gj)/τ)
. (5)
Gating decisions are binary, which makes it possible to
strongly simplify the Gumbel-Softmax formulation. A soft-
decision m ∈ (−∞,∞), outputted by a neural network, is
converted to a probability pi1 indicating the probability that
a pixel should be executed, using a sigmoid σ.
pi1 = σ(m). (6)
Then, the probability that a pixel is not executed is
pi2 = 1− σ(m). (7)
Substituting pi1 and pi2 in Equation 5, for the binary case
of k = 2 and i = 1, makes it possible (see supplementary)
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to reduce this to
y1 = σ
(m+ g1 − g2
τ
)
. (8)
Our experiments use a fixed temperature τ = 1, unless
mentioned otherwise. We use a straight-through estimator,
where hard samples are used during the forward pass and
gradients are obtained from soft samples during the back-
ward pass:
z =
{
y1 > 0.5 ≡ m+g1−g2τ > 0 (forward),
y1 (backward).
(9)
Note that this formulation has no logarithms or exponen-
tials in the forward pass, typically expensive computations
on hardware platforms. During inference, we do not add
Gumbel noise and therefore models are finetuned during the
last 20 percent of epochs with g1 and g2 fixed to 0, making it
similar to the straight-through estimator of Bengio et al. [6].
3.2. Efficient inference implementation
The residual function should be evaluated on active spa-
tial positions only. Efficiently executing conditional opera-
tions can be challenging: hardware strongly relies on regu-
larity to pipeline operations. Especially spatial operations,
e.g. 3×3 convolutions, require careful optimization and data
caching [25].
Our method copies elements at selected spatial positions
to an intermediate, dense tensor using a gather operation.
Non-spatial operations, such as pointwise 1×1 convolu-
tions and activation functions, can be executed efficiently
by applying existing implementations on the intermediate
tensor. The result is copied back to its original position af-
terwards using a scatter operation. More specifically, let the
input I of a residual block be a 4D tensor with dimensions
N×C×H×W , being the batch size, number of channels,
height and width respectively. The gather operation copies
the active spatial positions to a new intermediate tensor T
with dimensions P×C×1×1, where P is the number of ac-
tive spatial positions spread over the N inputs of the batch.
The intermediate tensor can be seen as P images of size
1×1 with C channels, and non-spatial operations can be ap-
plied as usual. The inverted residual block of MobileNetV2
relies heavily on non-spatial operations and was designed
for low computational complexity, making it a good fit for
conditional execution. It consists of a pointwise convolu-
tion expanding the feature space, followed by a lightweight
depthwise (DW) convolution and linear pointwise bottle-
neck. The gather operation is applied before the first point-
wise convolution, which then operates on the intermediate
tensor T . The depthwise convolution is the only spatial op-
eration in the block and should be adapted to operate on
the atypical dimensions of T . The second pointwise convo-
lution is followed by the scatter operation, after which the
1x1 conv 3x3 conv 1x1 conv scatter
mask unit M
e.g. 1x1 conv
identity shortcut
gather +
dilate
Soft decisions Hard decisions
Figure 3: Architecture of a residual block for efficient
sparse inference. The mask unitM generates a mask based
on the block’s input. The gather operation uses the mask to
copy selected spatial positions (yellow) to a new intermedi-
ate tensor. Non-spatial operations use standard implemen-
tations, while the 3×3 convolution is modified to operate on
the intermediate tensor.
residual summation is made. The architecture of the resid-
ual block with dynamic convolutions is shown in Figure 3
and next we describe the role of each component:
• Mask dilation: Gating decisions Gb indicate positions
where the spatial 3×3 convolution should be applied. The
first 1×1 convolution should also be applied on neighbor-
ing spatial positions to avoid gaps in the input of the 3×3
convolution. Therefore, the mask Gb is morphologically
dilated, resulting in a new mask Gb,dilated.
• Masked gather operation: The gather operation copies
active spatial positions from input I with dimension
N×C×H×W to an intermediate tensor T with dimen-
sion P×C×1×1. The index mapping from I to T de-
pends on the execution mask G: an element In,c,h,w be-
ing the pth active position in a flattened version of G, is
copied to Tp,c,1,1.
• Modified 3x3 Depthwise Convolution: The depthwise
convolution applies a 3×3 convolutional kernel to each
channel separately. We implement a custom CUDA ker-
nel that applies the channelwise filtering efficiently on T .
The spatial relation between elements of T is lost due
to its dimensions being P×C×1×1. When processing
elements t in T , our implementation retrieves the mem-
ory locations of spatial neighbors using an index mapping
from T to I .
Traditional libraries for sparse matrix operations have
considerable overhead due to indexing and bookkeeping.
Our solution minimizes this overhead by gathering elements
in smaller, dense matrix. The extra mapping step in the
modified 3×3 DW convolution has minimal impact since
its computational cost is small compared to 1×1 convolu-
tions. Note that the gather-scatter strategy combined with
a modified depthwise convolution can be applied on other
networks, such as ShuffleNetV2 [52] and MnasNet [43].
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3.3. Sparsity loss
Without additional constraints, the most optimal gating
state is to execute every spatial location. We define a com-
putational budget hyperparameter θ ∈ [0, 1], indicating the
relative amount of desired operations. For instance, 0.7
means that on average 70% of the FLOPS in the conditional
layers should be executed. The total number of floating
point operations for convolutions in a MobileNetV2 resid-
ual block b with stride 1 is
Fb = H ·W ·
(
9Cb,e + 2CbCb,e
)
, (10)
withCb the number of base channels andCb,e the amount of
channels for the depthwise convolution (typically 6Cb) and
H×W the spatial dimensions. For sparse inference with
dynamic convolutions, this becomes
Fb,sp = Nb,dilatedCbCb,e +Nb
(
9Cb,e + Cb,eCb
)
, (11)
with Nb,dilated and Nb the number of active spatial posi-
tions in the dilated mask and mask respectively. The value
Nb is made differentiable by calculating it as the sum of all
elements in the execution mask of that block (Eq. 2):
Nb =
∑
Gb. (12)
The following loss then minimizes the difference be-
tween the given computational budget θ and the budget used
by a network consisting of B residual blocks:
Lsp,net =
(∑B
b Fb,sp∑B
b Fb
− θ
)2
. (13)
In practice, we average the FLOPS over the batch size, and
the network is free to choose the distribution of computa-
tions over the residual blocks and batch elements. However,
without proper initialization this could lead to a suboptimal
state where the network executes all positions in a certain
block or none. Minimizing the sparsity loss is trivial com-
pared to the task loss and the mask units never recover from
this state. This problem occurs often in conditional execu-
tion and existing solutions consist of dense pretraining with
careful initialization [11, 47], curriculum learning [50] or
setting a computational budget for each residual block indi-
vidually [45]. The latter can be formulated as
Lsp,per layer =
B∑
b
(
Fb,sp
Fb
− θ
)2
. (14)
Such a constraint per layer is effective but limits the flex-
ibility of computation allocations. We propose a solution
to ensure proper initialization of each block, by adding an
extra constraint that keeps the percentage of executed op-
erations Fb,sp/Fb in each residual bock between an upper
and lower bound. Those bounds are annealed from the tar-
get budget θ to 0 and 1 respectively.
The upper and lower bound are imposed by the follow-
ing loss functions, where we use cosine annealing to vary p
from 1 to 0 between the first and last epoch of training:
Lsp,low = 1
B
B∑
b
max(0, p · θ − Fb,sp
Fb
)2, (15)
Lsp,up = 1
B
B∑
b
max(0,
Fb,sp
Fb
− (1− p(1− θ)))2. (16)
The final loss to be optimized is then given by
L = Ltask + α(Lsp,net + Lsp,lower + Lsp,upper) (17)
where α is a hyperparameter, chosen so that the task and
sparsity loss have the same order of magnitude. We choose
α = 10 for classification and α = 0.01 for pose estimation.
4. Experiments and results
We first compare our conditional masking method
with other dynamic execution approaches on CIFAR and
ResNet, and show that our method improves the accuracy-
complexity trade-off. Next, we apply our method on pose
estimation, a task that is typically spatially sparse. We study
the effectiveness of the proposed sparsity criterion on this
task and demonstrate the inference speedup, measured in
images processed per second.
Algorithms are implemented in PyTorch 1.2 using
cuDNN 7.6. Timings are measured on an i7 CPU with an
Nvidia GTX1050 Ti GPU, and PyTorch benchmark mode is
enabled for fair comparison. The computational complex-
ity is reported in Multiply-Accumulates (MACs) in convo-
lutional layers, averaged over all test images.
4.1. Classification
4.1.1 Comparison with state-of-the-art
The ResNet [16] CNN for classification is typically used
to compare the performance of conditional execution meth-
ods. We compare the theoretical number of floating point
operations and accuracy. The main work related to ours
is SACT [11], also exploiting spatial sparsity. ConvNet-
AIG [45], conditionally executing complete residual blocks,
can be seen as a non-spatial variant of our method.
CIFAR-10 We perform experiments with ResNet-32 on
the standard train/validation split of CIFAR-10 [24]. We
use the same hyperparameters and data augmentation as
ConvNet-AIG, being an SGD optimizer with momentum
0.9, weight decay 5e-4, learning rate 0.1 decayed by 0.1
at epoch 150 and 250 with a total of 350 epochs. Data is
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Figure 4: Qualitative evaluation and comparison with SACT. Ponder cost maps indicate the amount of residual blocks exe-
cuted at each spatial location. Both methods have the same average complexity (5.7 GMACs), but ours shows better focus
on the region of interest, both in simple examples (top row) as more cluttered ones (bottom row). Ponder cost maps of SACT
and input images obtained from [11].
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Figure 5: Comparison with state-of-the-art models
augmented by taking a random 32 by 32 crop after padding
with 4 pixels and random horizontal flip. Results for SACT
and ConvNet-AIG are obtained with their provided code.
We evaluate our method for different budget targets θ ∈
{0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9}. The mask unit is a squeeze unit with
the same architecture as in SACT. Non-adaptive baseline
ResNet models have 8, 14, 20, 26 and 32 layers. Figure 5a
shows that our method (DynConv) outperforms the other
conditional execution methods for all computational costs
(MACs) while improving the accuracy-complexity trade-
off. Moreover, compared to other method, there is a smaller
drop in accuracy when reducing the computational budget.
ImageNet We use ResNet-101 [17] and ImageNet [9] to
compare DynConv against results reported in SACT [11],
ConvNet-AIG [45], SkipNet [47] and standard ResNet [17].
Just like SACT, we initialize convolutional layers with
weights from a pretrained ResNet-101 since the large
amount of conditional layers makes the network prone to
dead residuals, where some layers are not used at all. We
use the standard training procedure of ResNet [17] with In-
ceptionV3 [42] data augmentation. Models are trained on
a single GPU with batch size 64 and learning rate 0.025
for 100 epochs. Learning rate is decayed by 0.1 at epoch
30 and 60. The Gumbel temperature is gradually annealed
from 5 to 1, for more stable training of this deep model.
The mask unit is a squeeze unit with the same architecture
as in SACT. Results in Figure 5b show that DynConv out-
performs SACT by a large margin and matches the perfor-
mances of the best layer-based methods. Those methods
strongly benefit from the large amount of residual blocks
in ResNet-101 and therefore perform relatively better than
they did in the CIFAR-10 experiment.
Further analysis Figure 4 presents a qualitative compari-
son between our method and SACT. The amount of compu-
tations per spatial location is visualized using ponder cost
maps, obtained by upscaling the binary execution masks
of all residual blocks and subsequently summing them.
Our method shows better focus on the region of interest.
Analyzing the distribution of computations over ImageNet
classes (Fig 6a) shows that the network spends fewer com-
putations on typically sparse images such as birds. When
looking at the execution rates per residual block (Fig. 6b), it
is clear that downsampling blocks are more important than
others: all spatial locations are evaluated in these blocks.
The last residual blocks, processing high-level features, are
also crucial. This highlights the architectural advantage
over SACT, where computation at a spatial location can
only be halted.
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Figure 6: (a) Distribution of MACs over images in the Im-
ageNet validation set. Images of birds, typically sparse,
are processed with fewer operations than those of con-
sumer goods. (b) Distribution of computations over residual
blocks. Error bars indicate variance. Downsampling blocks
(purple) are important and evaluated at all spatial positions.
4.2. Human pose estimation
Human pose estimation is a task that is inherently spa-
tially sparse: many pixels around the person are not relevant
for keypoint detection and the output heatmaps are sparse.
Most existing dynamic execution methods are not suited for
this task: layer-based and channels based methods, such as
ConvNet-AIG [45], do not exploit the spatial dimensions.
SACT [11] is not directly applicable on branched architec-
tures such as stacked hourglass networks [33], as it can only
halt execution.
Experiment setup We base our work on Fast Pose Dis-
tillation (FPD) [51], which uses the well-known stacked
hourglass network for single-person human pose estima-
tion [33]. Unlike their work, we do apply knowledge dis-
tillation since such method is complementary. The stan-
dard residual blocks are replaced by those of MobileNetV2
with depthwise convolution, in order to achieve efficient in-
ference. Our baseline models has 96 features in the hour-
glass, expanded to 576 channels for the depthwise convo-
lution. Models of different width are obtained by mul-
tiplying the number of channels with a width multiplier
∈ {0.5, 0.75, 1.0}, while the network depth is varied by us-
ing 1, 2 and 4 hourglass stacks (1S, 2S and 4S). For dynamic
convolutions, the computational budget of the base model is
varied with θ ∈ {0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75}.
We use the MPII dataset [2] with standard test/validation
split (22k/3k images). Images are resized to 256×256 and
augmented with ±30 degrees rotation, ±25 percent scaling
and random horizontal flip. No flip augmentation is used
during evaluation as it doubles the amount of operations for
only a small increase in accuracy. The optimizer is Adam
with learning rate 2e-4 for a batch size of 6 samples. The
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Figure 7: Results on pose estimation (MPII validation set)
for hourglass models with varying depths and widths. Our
conditional execution method (DynConv, in red) always
outperforms baseline models (in blue) with the same depth
and amount of computations. Our models achieve similar
performance as FPD [51] (without knowledge distillation)
with fewer computations.
mean square error loss for heatmaps is averaged over sam-
ples. Training lasts for 100 epochs and the learning rate
is reduced by factor 0.1 at epoch 60 and 90. The evalu-
ation metric is the mean Percentage of Correct Keypoints,
normalized by a fraction of the head size (PCKh@0.5), as
implemented in Fast Pose Distillation [51].
Results Figure 7 shows that our method always outper-
forms non-conditional models with a similar amount of op-
erations. The amount of operations is reduced by more
than 45% with almost no loss in accuracy. The perfor-
mance difference between baselines of similar FLOPS and
our method becomes larger for larger reductions of FLOPS.
Ponder cost maps in Figure 8 show that the networks
learns to focus on the person. Table 1 demonstrates that our
dynamic convolution method can significantly speed up in-
ference, giving a 60% speedup without loss in accuracy and
a 125% speedup with 0.6% accuracy loss. The table also
shows that the time spent on generating the mask, book-
keeping and gather/scatter operations is small compared to
the cost of the residual function. Our model also outper-
forms smaller baseline model with equal FLOPS. Table 2
compares the squeeze masking unit used in SACT [11] to
a simple convolution. Using a squeeze function as mask
unit performs slightly better at the cost of a lower inference
speed. In addition, we compare the sparsity losses proposed
in Section 3.3. Our sparsity criterion with upper and lower
bound outperforms more simple losses. The effect of our
loss during training is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Ponder cost on single-person human pose estimation (4-stack hourglass, θ = 0.125). The network learns to apply
the majority of convolutional operations on keypoint locations, even in the presence of clutter.
Table 1: Timings on pose estimation for 2-stack models. Our models achieve significant wall-clock time speedup (measured
in images processed per second) on an Nvidia GTX1050 Ti 4GB GPU. Timings of subcomponents (mask, bookkeeping,
gather, residual function, scatter) are given as average time per execution, in milliseconds.
Model PCKh@0.5 # Params MACs Images/Sec Mask Bookkeeping Gather Res. F Scatter
4-stack baseline 88.1 6.88M 6.90G 30 N.A N.A. N.A 31.1 N.A
DynConv (θ = 0.75) 88.1 6.89M 5.39G 33 0.48 0.73 0.59 27.3 0.76
DynConv (θ = 0.50) 88.2 6.89M 3.78G 48 0.48 0.78 0.47 18.4 0.54
DynConv (θ = 0.25) 87.5 6.89M 2.30G 67 0.45 0.70 0.33 10.8 0.36
DynConv (θ = 0.125) 86.7 6.89M 1.71G 85 0.50 0.67 0.30 8.25 0.27
baseline (×0.5 channels) 85.2 1.83M 1.83G 66 N.A. N.A. N.A. 14.1 N.A.
Table 2: Ablation on pose estimation (4-stack, θ = 0.125).
Mask unit Sparsity criterion PCKh Im/Sec
1×1 conv Lsp,net + Lsp,up+Lsp,low 86.7 85
squeeze unit Lsp,net + Lsp,up + Lsp,low 87.0 76
1×1 conv Lsp,net (Eq. 13) 86.1 85
1×1 conv Lsp,per layer (Eq. 14) 86.3 85
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(b) our annealing criterion
Figure 9: Evolution of the percentage of conditional com-
putations executed, per residual block, during training of
pose estimation. Early layers are colored blue, while deeper
layers are red. The simple network-wise sparsity criterion
(Eq. 13) causes early convergence to a suboptimal state,
where many layers are not used. Our criterion where a lower
and upper bound per block are annealed (Eq. 17) provides
better initialization and more stable training.
5. Conclusion and future work
In this work we proposed a method to speed up inference
using dynamic convolutions. The network learns pixel-wise
execution masks in an end-to-end fashion. Dynamic convo-
lutions speed up inference and reduce the number of oper-
ations by only operating on these predicted locations. Our
method achieves state-of-the-art results on image classifi-
cation, and our qualitative analysis demonstrates the archi-
tectural advantages over existing methods. Our method is
especially suitable for processing high-resolution images,
e.g. in pose estimation or object detection tasks.
For future work, it would be interesting to explore net-
work architectures specifically tailored to our method. Our
method could be used to process higher resolution images
within reasonable time. We also see applications in network
interpretability: the ponder cost maps visualize the image
locations that strongly influenced the network’s output.
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